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Related Meetings

- WG-9 : July 10, 2007 @ Tokyo
- TCG : July 11 & 12, 2007 @ Tokyo
- SC : None
CSS Managed Recording

• Models for CSS Managed Recording were reviewed by the FLAG from licensing structure point of view
• The MOD models were approved
• Some concerns were raised on the EST models
  – Concern on scheme and security of data communication between the server and the client
  – Concern on necessity of a common data protocol between the server and the client
Digital Distribution of DVD Books

- SC confirmed to use CodeMeter system for DVD Book Digital Distribution System
- The first book will be issued in August
Next Meeting Schedule

- WG-9 : August 24, 2007 @ Tokyo
- TCG : August 30 & 31, 2007 @ Zermatt, Switzerland
- SC : September 12, 2007 @ Eindhoven
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• DVD Forum
  – http://www.dvdforum.org
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  – Sadayoshi Sata
    • Phone : +81-3-5777-2881  Fax : +81-3-5777-2882

• DVD Forum WG9
  – Atsushi Ishihara/Toshiba Corporation
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• DVD Forum WG9 Ad Hoc1 (Ah9-1)
  – Kosuke Ajima/Pioneer Corporation
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  – Brad Collar/Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
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  – Jim Alkove/Microsoft Corporation
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  – Carter Laren/Cryptography Research Inc.
    • Phone : +1-415-957-2667